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Final Report - Addendum #1 
 
Pursuant to the completion and submission of the final report, information was received 
concerning issues of towline behaviour on the drum under tension.  The following is therefore 
added to the report as supplementary information. 
 
There is some very limited empirical/anecdotal evidence from a few operators that hawser 
tension will somehow “creep” into the full length of line on the drum and through to the barrel 
layer, resulting in a weak or broken dead end connection. The “dead end” is the ultimate end of 
the rope on the drum and is usually designed to pull out at a specified tension below line 
breaking strength. Towing companies have tried several ways of improving the dead end 
arrangement by doubling back on itself at the clamps, adding an additional clamp plate etc.  The 
concept of fitting a “fuse” line at the drum has also been tried and has generally found favor, 
generally consisting of one or two wraps of a weaker line, with the end extended and clamped 
through the drum flange. There is however no known instance of “creep to break” using the fuse 
line idea 
 
The “best practices” concept from this subject matter is that major winch suppliers, operators, 
and the rope suppliers have developed reliable techniques that allow the dead end pull out 
tension to be designed for any load from zero to full breaking strength, applicable to many 
previous winches and all new winches.   The pull out tension can now be customer specified and 
application specific.  
 
Some operators, including Crowley on the SERVS tugs, sometimes use a bedding layer of 
polyester or similar line below the HMPE line, as stated in the report, to provide better grip on 
the drum.  This is effective but still results in a somewhat unknown pullout tension.  The 
polyester bedding line is much cheaper and makes a “full drum” therefore cheaper.  The 
disadvantage is the reduction in operating scope by as much as 150 feet. These escort towing 
drums typically have 85 to 120 feet on each layer for the first few layers, if spooled tight – which 
is the standard method of spooling two or three “bedding” or better phrased “emergency” layers 
before engaging the spooling clutch and winding on the remainder of the HMPE “working 
layers” in a criss-cross or “open weave” fashion.  If the bedding layers are HMPE there is then 
an additional 150 to 200 feet of real working strength line at the ready; if the bedding layers are 
polyester or similar then the working line available is simply that much shorter. 
 
Barry Griffin, representative for Puget Sound Ropes and Markey provided the following 
information: “The data I recall from my actual tests from NETS systems in the mid 80’s (please 
don’t ask me to find it) is that 3 wraps of polyester 12 strand on steel, mill finish, equals 9 wraps 
of same physical size Spectra having the urethane coating used back then on [drum 
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diameter/rope diameter] D/d 8, (maybe 10), not sure on that.  The calculation shows, but I never 
tested it exactly, that this number of wraps resists 40% of the rated line strength assuming a 10% 
clamp pull out force or fuse.” 
 
Another rationale for the fuse line is to provide application flexibility so that the tug could break 
its own line if needed to escape in a dire situation.    
 
In summary, there is no scientific evidence to prove that line tension “creep” could result in line 
failure deep in the wraps of a towline, but if the bedding layer is a lower strength material than 
the main towline, and the line is fully extended, then it is definitely possible that the bedding line 
could see higher than anticipated loads.  There is however only limited empirical evidence to 
indicate that this is possible. 
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